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Fun, but HOLY CRAP. There was a pretty huge difficulty spike. Goes to place Elder Lyons tells me to go. Gets something,
brings it back. He Tells me to go somewhere else. Get Massacred by flippin Deathclaws for the whole mission..
***SPOILER*** Lets you continue the game when you "die" at the end of the story. Oh and you get blow things up, go to a
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military base, say good-bye to Liberty-Prime, finish all the side quests you left behind, includes even more side quests, and you
get to see how the world has changed thanks to the pure water.. *SPOILER ALERT* ''Should i buy this dlc?'' Yes ''Broken
steel'' gives you extra 15 xp levels and lets you continue your game after the ending(Just dont go inside the water purifier let
someone else do it!!). I suggest everyone to get Broken Steel. It adds a lot to the game.. every one who has FO3 needs this dlc. A
great addition to an already great game. It is basically required because it's the only way to continue your save..
*****SPOILERS***** Pros: -Epic Battle beginning -Le presidente's Choo choo train -You can missile the **** out of the
pentagon/a missile truck of DEATH Cons: -The tesla cannon will be the only weapon you use -RIP Optimus. Great DLC allows
you to keep playing after game ends so its worth it!. awesome lets you continu the game
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